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What are Monographic Parts? 

Monographic parts are separate items which 
are part of the same bibliographic entity, 
meaning you have items with different 
content attached to the same bib. record. 

 

 



What are Monographic Parts? 

Examples of monographic parts include: 

• Various volumes of one book, such as an 
encyclopedia or other multi-volume work 

• Separate parts in large audiobook 

• Separate parts or discs in an DVD set 

• Some libraries treat the books in Manga 
series as monographic parts 

 



Monograph Parts and Volumes 

• Usually monographic parts are referred to as 
volumes. 

• Since in Evergreen, any separate call numbers 
are called volumes,  in some cases you might 
add multiple “volumes” to a record that are 
not separate monographic parts. 



Monograph Parts and Volumes 

When do you NOT need to assign parts to 
separate “volumes”?  

 If you added more than one volume 
because you assigned different call numbers to 
multiple copies of the same item, you don’t 
need to assign parts to the items.  



Monographic Parts and Holds 

• Previously monographic parts were 
problematic for holds because patrons could 
only place title holds and any available part 
could fill the hold.   

• This led to upset patrons not understanding 
why they kept getting part 1 when they 
wanted part 2 

• A hold for a specific part could only be 
placed by using the staff client to place a 
volume or copy hold. 



Monographic Parts and Holds 

If you use the monographic parts manager to 
assign parts to your items, patrons will be 
able to place their own holds and get the 
part they want. 

Additionally, for item types that circulate 
between Evergreen libraries, the patron can 
receive the part they want from any library, 
not just a specific copy as with copy holds. 

 

 



Parts are for Everyone 
When you create parts, you create them for the whole 
consortium.  Once one person creates parts, everyone 
else who has the same parts will apply those parts to 
their items. 

• If you create different names for the same parts, that 
will affect holds.  

• If I create a part named Part 1, and instead of using 
that part, you create a part named Part One, then 
both our items would not be available to fill a hold 
because patrons will have to choose between Part 1 
and Part One. 



Managing Parts 

There are two ways to create parts in Evergreen. You 
can create parts from the Manage Parts screen, or 
from the Volume/Copy Creator.  

 
If you create parts using Manage Parts, there are two 

steps 
1. Creating the parts 
2. Assigning the parts to your items 
 
 



Creating Parts from Manage Parts 

• To create your parts, go to Actions for this 
Record and select Manage Parts. 



Creating Parts 

• The Monographic Part manager will open up.  

• To create a part, click New Monographic Part. 



Creating Parts 

• Next, type your part name into the box. 



Naming Parts 

It’s very important to use specific, 
descriptive names when creating your 
parts, because patrons will be given the 
list of parts to choose from when placing a 
hold. They need to know what item they 
are putting on hold. 



Naming Parts 
Some suggested guidelines when naming parts: 

• Don’t use abbreviations, since different libraries 
in the consortium may abbreviate things 
differently. 

• Use numerals: 1, 2, 3, etc. 

• Be specific! If you have an audiobook set with 2 
parts, list the discs in the parts, so that other 
libraries can be sure their parts are the same.  

          Ex: Part 1, Discs 1-20; Part 2, Discs 21-37 

 

 

 

 



Naming Parts 

• If the parts have a name, include the name.  

• Keep in mind the way parts are described in the 
MARC record when naming parts. 

• If you don’t agree with the name of the part 
someone else has created, DON’T create another 
part.  If the part name is understandable, use it. If 
not, contact the cataloger who created the part 
and suggest a new name for the part. We don’t 
want more than one name for the same part 

 

 



Naming Parts 
• For audiobook sets, since the division of those sets 

is usually pretty straightforward, it’s best to use 
the same parts. If the parts are Part 1, Discs 1-20 
and Part 2, Discs 21-37, use the same parts. Don’t 
divide your set as Part 1, Discs 1-19, and Part 2, 
Discs 20-37.  

• BUT, it’s OK to use different parts than another 
library. If you circulate all the discs in a DVD set 
together, that’s fine. You don’t need to divide your 
set into 1 disc parts just because another library 
did. 

 

 



With all that said, naming parts should 
be pretty straight forward.  Here I have a 
DVD set with 6 discs.  I’m going to name 
my first part: 
 

 

Type in the name and click Save. 

Naming Parts 



Naming Parts 

• Your part name will be displayed on the 
Manage Parts screen. 

 

 

 

 

 



Naming Parts 
 

Repeat these steps for all your parts. 
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Assigning Parts 

• If you create parts from Manage Parts, 
creating the parts is just the first step. 

• The parts will do absolutely nothing for 
you unless you assign them to your 
items. 

 



Assigning Parts 

There are a few ways to assign parts. 

• You can assign parts to existing items from the 
Replace Barcode function. 

• You can assign parts from the Volume Editor 
when adding items. 

• You can assign parts using the Combined 
Volume/Copy Editor if that’s how your 
workstation is set up. 

 



Assigning Parts to Existing Items  

• From the Holdings Maintenance screen, 

• Highlighting the items and  

• Right-click, or from Actions for Selected 
Rows/Items, 

• Select Replace Barcode. 



Assigning Parts to Existing Items  

• From the Replace barcode screen the last 
column is the Part Designation Column. 

 

 

 

 



Assigning Parts to Existing Items  

• Select the appropriate parts from the 
dropdown lists. 

 



Assigning Parts to Existing Items  

Once you have assigned parts to all your 
items, click Re-barcode/Update Items. 

 

 

 

 

 

Your parts will be assigned.  



Assigning Parts to Existing Items  
• You can also assign parts to existing items 

from the Unified Volume/Copy editor. 

• To do this open the Volume/Copy editor from 
the Holdings Maintenance screen, and the 
Parts dropdown list will appear next to your 
barcode. 

• The Unified Volume/Copy editor is an optional 
setting that can be set for your library via the 
Library Settings Editor. 

 



Assigning Parts to Existing Items 

 



Assigning Parts to Existing Items  

• If you’re using the Unified Volume/Copy 
editor, note that it only opens from the 
Holdings Maintenance screen. 

• If you’re interested in using the unified 
volume/copy editor, we’ll come back to that at 
the end. 

 



Parts and the Column Picker 

• You can view the parts assigned to items from 
the Holdings Maintenance and Item Status 
screens, as well as other column picker 
screens, such as Check-In. 

• I recommend setting your Holdings 
Maintenance Screen so you can see the parts 
assigned. Your circ staff may also find it useful 
to see the parts at check-in. 



Parts and the Column Picker 

Select Part from the 
Column Picker list to 
display your parts. 



Creating Parts  

• When assigning parts to new items, create 
your parts first, and then add the items. 

• This will save you a step. If you add the items 
and then create the parts, you can then just 
assign the parts the way you do with existing 
items. 

 



Assigning Parts to New Items 

If you don’t create your parts first, the parts 
dropdown will be empty when you add 
your  items. 

 



Assigning Parts to New Items 

So create your parts first. You’ll find that you can 
assign your parts from the Volume/Copy 
Creator, just as you would from the Re-barcode 
screen. 

 



Placing Holds on Items with Parts 

Once parts are assigned patrons can place 
holds on the part they need.  

The part names appear in a drop down list on 
the holds screen, so be sure to use part 
names that will be clear to users. 



Placing Holds on Items with Parts 
If you try to place a hold on an record with 
parts attached there will be a dropdown list to 
choose the part you want. 



Placing Holds on Items with Parts 

If the user doesn’t choose a part, this error 
message will be displayed: 

 
 



Placing Holds on Items with Parts 

• In the Staff Client and in the Firefox 
browser, the Parts dropdown list will then 
turn red.  

• Unfortunately, it doesn’t do this in Internet 
Explorer, so staff should be  aware of this 
when helping patrons.  

 



Deleting Parts 

Deleting parts is really simple.  

• Go to manage parts. 

• Click the boxes to select the parts you want 
to delete. 

• Click Delete Selected. 

 

 

 

That’s it. 

 

 



Deleting Parts 

• Most of the time, there’s no need to delete 
the parts you’ve created. 

• Parts attached to a record do not prevent 
the record from being deleted. 

• Since the parts are used by multiple users, 
you shouldn’t delete your parts because 
someone else may have items attached to 

them. 



Renaming Parts 
• To rename parts open the record in the Manage 

Parts view. 

• Double click on the part name. 

• This box will open, allowing you to edit the 
name.  

 

 

• Once you’ve made the desired changes, click 
Save. 

 

 



Renaming Parts 
 

 

 

• The part name will be changed for you and anyone 
else with the same part, so do not change the 
meaning of the part name.  

• For instance don’t change Part 1 to Parts 1 & 2 if 
anyone else is using the part. 

• You can see if others are using the part by switching 
to OPAC view. 

 

 



The Unified Volume/Copy Creator 

• Currently the default for adding and editing 
copies and volumes is that it’s a two step 
process.  

• After you add items using the Volume Editor, 
the Copy Editor opens, and you can apply 
your templates and item settings. 

• With the Unified Volume/Copy Creator, these 
actions both occur on one screen. 
 



• There are advantages and disadvantages to both 
approach, so will have to decide which is best for 
your library. 

• The setting is for the whole library, so if you 
decide to use the Unified Volume/Copy Creator, 
all catalogers at your library will use it. 

• You have to make the change from the Admin 
module, using a log-in with local Admin 
permissions. 

The Unified Volume/Copy Creator 



The Unified Volume/Copy Creator 

To change the setting, go to Admin --> Local 
Administration --> Library Settings Editor.  



The Unified Volume/Copy Creator 
Note that it will probably take a while to load. 

If you have branches, choose whether to apply it to 
one branch or the whole system in the Context 
Location dropdown list.  

Then scroll down to GUI: Unified Volume/Item 
Creator/Editor. 

 

 

 

 

Click Edit next to that line. 



The Unified Volume/Copy Creator 

• Set the Value to True.  

• If you want to switch back to the separate 
Volume Copy and Copy Creator, set it to False. 

 

 

 

 

• Click Update setting. 



The Unified Volume/Copy Creator 

From Holdings Maintenance, the Unified/Copy 
Creator/Editor opens for: 
 
• Add Volumes 
• Add Items 
• Edit Items 
• Replace Barcode 



 

 

 

The Unified Volume/Copy Creator 
A few other things to know about the Unified Volume/Copy 
Creator 
• You have to add a barcode before you can apply templates or 

make item edits. 
• There’s no cancel button, so you have to use Ctrl +W or the 

little red x (NOT the bigger red X) to close the tab. 
• Depending on your screen resolution, you may find you’ll 

have display issues such as the Copy Notes button being cut 
off. 

• It doesn’t open from the Item Status screen, from there you 
get the separate Volume and Copy editors and Replace 
Barcode 



Contact Me 

Sarah Childs, Hussey Mayfield Memorial 
Public Library 

  (317) 873-3149 x13330 

sarahc@zionsville.lib.in.us 
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